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Numerical data disclosed as supplementary
materials in the previous briefing materials are
now available in “DATABOOK” in the IR section
of the website.

https://corporate.wowow.co.jp/en/ir/finance/databook/



Basic Policy:

Achieve sustainable growth by providing extraordinary value to society

10-Year Strategy:

Content → Community → Culture

Content produces community and community creates culture.
WOWOW will involve itself in every aspect of this cycle with intentionality 

in order to powerfully drive it forward over the next 10 years.

This cycle is what makes WOWOW unique,
and its advancement is WOWOW’s raison d’être,

because the future that WOWOW will create
is the product of this cycle: a rich entertainment culture.

WOWOW’s 10-year strategy is this cycle.



Create, Connect, Cultivate

Excellent content creates devoted fans.
Connecting this devotion forms a community.

These talented people inspire each other, produce new creativity,
and by doing so, cultivate culture.

The age of companies creating and delivering content unidirectionally is over.
We want to work together, support each other, and enjoy it together.

WOWOW will provide the best platform for fans and creators to gather,
and serve as an engine accelerating entertainment culture.







1. Content

◼ Develop major original content as flagships
◼ Strengthen exclusivity on sports, music and other live entertainment
◼ Work with excellent creators and outside partners to develop content 

that produces fans

2. Reformation of media 
service 

◼ Expand measures to improve subscription continuation rate
◼ Enhance transmission service (improve UI/UX, expand content, etc.)
◼ Improve service with feedback loop

3. Expansion of community 
service

◼ Grow communities that not only watch but participate/support
◼ Connect fans with each other, creators and partners to foster joint 

creation and enjoyment

4. Evolution of entertainment 
service 

◼ Hold original content events and develop content linked to movies and 
TV shows

◼ Develop new projects such as regional revitalization projects






